
Durham-Edinburgh eXtragalati Workshop IX10-11 January 2013, University of EdinburghList of abstratsSpeaker Ross MLureA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title The Hubble Spae Telesope HUDF12 ampaign: The redshift 7-12 Universe.Abstrat The Hubble Spae Telesope HUDF12 ampaign was ompleted in September 2012 andprovides the deepest ever near-IR imaging of the distant Universe. The primary sienegoals of the projet were to provide the �rst robust sample of z>9 galaxies, to onstrainthe faint-end of the galaxy luminosity funtion at z=7 and z=8 and to study the spetralproperties of 0.1L* galaxies at z=7. I will provide a brief overview of the �rst results fromHUDF12, based on a series of reently submitted papers, inluding our analysis of a andidategalaxy at z∼12.Speaker Rebea BowlerA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title Disovery of bright z∼7 galaxies in the UltraVISTA surveyAbstrat The reent wealth of ground and spae-based near-IR surveys have hugely inreased thenumber of z > 6 galaxies known, allowing the luminosity funtions at these early epohs tobe determined. However, there is a de�it in the number of bright galaxies known at thesehigh redshifts due to the rarity of suh objets over the typially small �eld overed, forexample, by the Hubble Spae Telesope. Hene the bright end of the luminosity funtion,where results from lower redshifts would indiate that there is an exponential ut-o� in thenumber density, is still highly unertain. With the degree-sale UltraVISTA survey, we havedeteted the brightest galaxies known at z ∼ 7 and hene an provide a �rst look at the formof the luminosity funtion above L*. The multi-wavelength data also gives us a glimpse ofthe properties of these extremely luminous and therefore arguable massive galaxies at a timeless than 1 billion years after the Big Bang.Speaker Peter MithellA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title Stellar mass as a tool to onstrain galaxy formation models: problems and pitfallsAbstrat The observed stellar mass funtion is often used to onstrain hierarhial galaxy formationmodels. We use the semi-analyti model GALFORM in onjuntion with the standard ob-servational method of estimating the stellar mass of galaxies through broad-band SED �ttingto demonstrate some of the various pitfalls that ould be enountered with this approah.We explain how hoies and assumptions regarding dust attenuation, hemial enrihment,star-formation and the IMF an all a�et the relationship between the stellar mass funtionpredited by models and the mass funtion derived from observational studies.Speaker Emma Curtis-LakeA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title Stellar populations of z∼6 LBGs
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Abstrat To pin down the stellar populations omprising high redshift Lyman-break galaxies that havebeen the subjet of muh debate in reent years, we study a sample of 13 spetrosopiallyon�rmed, UV-luminous Lyman-break galaxies at z∼6. We use near-infrared HST/WFC3CANDELS data and deep IRAC imaging to provide aurate photometry for SED �tting.Our results show that the stellar masses lie within the range 10�9<M_*<10�10 M_sun andinlusion of nebular emission leads to moderately smaller stellar mass estimates and orre-spondingly higher spei� star formation rates. Derived ages are, however, strongly depen-dent on inferred star-formation histories and are, as expeted, poorly onstrained. Allowingfor more general star-formation histories in our �tting, inluding inreasing SFHs and twoomponent models that allow for an older population as well as a reent starburst, we seeno strong evidene for extremely young objets (<50Myrs) in our sample and none of theobjets require stellar populations >300Myrs to explain the photometry.Speaker Russell SmithA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title Systemati IMF variation in red-sequene galaxiesAbstrat Independent lines of evidene - from stellar dynamis, strong lensing and spetrosopi stellarpopulations analysis - are onverging to suggest that massive elliptial galaxies formed starswith an IMF enrihed in low-mass stars, ompared to the Milky Way. If these results areon�rmed, the mass-to-light ratios of suh galaxies would need to be revised systematiallyupwards by fators of 2-3, relative to those of MW-like galaxies. I will review reent develop-ments, and present new work aimed at alibrating spetrosopi IMF indiators using low-zstrong-lens systems. I will emphasize how KMOS will soon help us to address this issue.Speaker Rihard BowerA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title Feedbak and Galaxy FormationAbstrat It is now widely appreiated that feedbak from supernovae and blak holes regulates thatformation of galaxies. But it is muh less lear how feedbak depends on galaxy propertiessuh as stellar mass. I will present a series of numerial experiments aimed at understand-ing how di�erent assumptions about feedbak hange the galaxy population. Adopting aphenomenologial approah, I will use observational data to understand how feedbak mustwork in the real universe.Speaker Mihelle FurlongA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title The EAGLE SimluationAbstrat A fundamental test of our understanding of galaxy formation is to omplete a hydrodynam-ial simulation that aurately reprodues observable data from the loal Universe arossmany orders of magnitude in stellar mass. The <91>Evolution and Assembly of Galaxiesand their Evolution<92> projet aims to produe a data set from an SPH simulation withan aurate galaxy stellar mass funtion at redshift zero, with ∼10�4 Milky Way size galaxies,spanning four orders of magnitude in halo mass and mass resolution of 10�6 solar masses,resolving below Jeans mass. This simulation will inlude subgrid galaxy formation presrip-tions for star formation, stellar evolution and stellar feedbak, as well as blak hole physis,enompassing muh of our understating of galaxy formation. Furthermore, advanes in themodeling of gas in SPH simulations are inluded in the ode.Speaker Yetli Rosas-GuevaraA�liation Durham University 2



Talk title Constraining the e�et of the angular momentum on the blak holes aretion in Cosmolog-ial simulations.Abstrat A fundamental open question in galaxy formation is the role that the blak holes play inshaping the galaxy around them. The observed relations between the mass of the entralsupermassive blak hole and the properties of the bulge indiate that there is an intimateonnetion between the growth of the entral blak hole and the growth of the bulge. Littleis known about the nature of this onnetion. Reently, semi-analyti models are able toreprodue the break in the stellar mass funtion at z =0, however semi-analyti models arephenomenologial and osmologial simulations are needed. In this talk, we will show thee�ets of the feedbak from BHs on the stellar mass -halo mass funtion and the stellar massfuntion at z=0 in Cosmologial Simulations at high resolution (partile mass ∼3e6 Msun).We show these e�ets varying the parameters of the subgrid BH physis implemented inEAGLE (modi�ed Bondi aretion). We also show the e�et of onsidering the angularmomentum on the BH aretion rate.Speaker Fernando BuitragoA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title Massive galaxies: born as disks, dead as spheroidsAbstrat Present day massive (Mstellar > 10
11
M⊙) galaxies are omposed mostly of early-type objets.To asertain whether this was also the ase at higher redshift, we have ompiled over athousand massive galaxies at 0 < z < 3 with HST imaging and spetrosopi redshifts forthe majority of them. We have further analyzed using 3D spetrosopy another sample of10 massive galaxies at z = 1.4. Both works highlight the progressive hange between a late-type/peuliar nature at z > 2 and a predominane of early-type morphologies only sine

z = 1.Speaker Vitoria BrueA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title The Rise and Fall of Disk-Dominated GalaxiesAbstrat I will present results from the largest Sersi light pro�le �tting bulge-disk deompositionanalysis to date at 1<z<3, whih has been onduted on the most massive galaxies within thisredshift regime using the latest high resolution near-infrared imaging from HST WFC3/IRtaken as part of the CANDELS treasury programme.Speaker James MullaneyA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title The oevolution of BHs and their host galaxiesAbstrat Observations of individual AGNs show no orrelation between supermassive BH aretionand star-formation, begging the question: How have today's galaxies ome to lie on theMagorrian relationship? Using X-ray staking analyses we instead alulate ensemble averageSMBH growth rates among star-forming galaxies. Our results show that, on average, SMBHgrowth has followed the same trends with host stellar mass and redshift as the star-formationrates (SFRs) of their host galaxies. More remarkably, we �nd that the ratio of SMBH growthrate to SFR is (a) �at with respet to galaxy stellar mass (b) not evolving with redshift and() lose to the ratio required to maintain/establish a SMBH to stellar mass ratio of ∼10�3 asinferred from today's Magorrian relationship. These results show that SMBHs have grownin-step with their host galaxies sine at least z∼2, irrespetive of host galaxy mass, averagearetion rate, SFR or AGN triggering mehanism. Our results imply that a profoundlytight relationship between the growth of SMBHs and galaxies has persisted throughout allmassive galaxies sine z∼2. 3



Speaker James AirdA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title An observationally-motivated model to onnet the evolution of the AGN and galaxy pop-ulations out to z∼1Abstrat I will present an observationally-motivated model to onnet the AGN and galaxy popula-tions at 0.2<z<1.0 and predit the AGN X-ray luminosity funtion (XLF). We start withnew measurements of the stellar mass funtion of galaxies from the PRIMUS survey (a low-resolution spetrosopi survey providing ∼120,000 galaxy redshifts) and populate galaxieswith AGNs using models for the probability of a galaxy hosting an AGN. Our model is basedon reent measurements indiating that the probability of hosting an AGN, when de�nedin terms of spei� aretion rate, is independent of the host galaxy stellar mass. We �ndthat the predominant evolution of the AGN population sine z∼1 an be aounted for bya rapid drop in the AGN duty yle for all potential host galaxies, mirroring the drop inspei� star formation rates that dominates the evolution of the galaxy population.Speaker Chris HarrisonA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title Searhing for observational evidene of the suppression of star formation by AGNAbstrat Preditions by theoretial models means that understanding the onnetion between blakhole growth and star formation in massive galaxies has beome an important observationalhallenge. Reent publiations based on Hershel far infrared data have presented appar-ently on�iting results on the relationship between AGN luminosities and the mean starformation rates in host galaxies. I will present Hershel-SPIRE data in the CDF-N, CDF-Sand COSMOS �elds to reonile these previous results and demonstrate that the mean starformation rates of the most X-ray luminous AGN are no di�erent to those of the generalstar-forming population. However, these results do not rule out that star formation suppres-sion by AGN is ourring in some systems. I will also present integral �eld spetrosopyof z∼2 submillimetre luminous galaxies that host AGN ativity. These systems, that mayrepresent a key phase in the evolution of massive galaxies, display extreme gas kinematiswith ∼1000 km/s out�ows found over kp sales. The veloities and estimated energetis ofthese out�ows imply that gas is being removed from these galaxies, potentially disruptingfuture star formation.Speaker Jose SabaterA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title E�et of interations and environment on nulear ativity in a sample of 300000 galaxies.Abstrat Ative galati nulei (AGN) are losely related to galaxy formation and evolution. The blakholes that power AGN are found in all massive galaxies and their masses are tightly orrelatedwith both the masses and the veloity dispersions of the stellar bulges. Furthermore, AGNmay play an important role in the feedbak mehanisms that ontrol the growth of massivegalaxies.Speaker Mihael HoganA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title Brightest Cluster Galaxies: The Beast on the Radio
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Abstrat Within the ores of galaxy lusters there is strong inter-dependene between the propertiesof the intra-luster medium (ICM) and that of the galaxies. In partiular, the AGN ativityof the Brightest Cluster Galaxy (BCG) is believed to play an important role in regulatingthe ooling of gas and maintaining the long-term state of the ICM. Radio observations areimportant for fully understanding this ativity as they well trae the 'on' stage of the AGN. Inthis short talk I will introdue our work towards deomposing the BCG radio emission froma large sample of X-ray seleted galaxy lusters into two omponents - one attributable toongoing, ore ativity and the other, 'non-ore' emission, whih may result from past ativityor alternative aeleration mehanisms within the ore. Drawing onnetions with lusterproperties derived from other wavelengths, we onsider how these individual omponentsboth depend on and a�et their environment and how they an be used to better onstrainthe ativity yle of the AGN.Speaker Jorge PenarrubiaA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title Dwarf spheroidal hallengesAbstrat Dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSph) sample the low-mass end of the galaxy mass funtion andas suh play a key role in galaxy formation models. However, the masses inferred from theinternal kinematis of these objets are di�ult to reonile within a osmologial ontext. Inthis talk I will review reent attempts to reprodue the kinematis of dSphs using ollision-lessand self-interating CDM models of struture formation, restrited WDM N-body models,hydro-dynamial CDM simulations and MONDian analytial estimates. Thus far none ofthese theoretial presriptions has been able to provide a satisfatory desription of the data.Speaker Wojieh HellwingA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title Milky Way and it's massive satellitesAbstrat Using newest state-of-the-art DM simulation -COCO- we revisit and re-evaluate the apparentproblems with massive Milky Way satellites and the struture formation and halo assemblyin hierarhial CDM osmologies.Speaker Denija CrnojeviA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title Galaxy evolution through resolved stellar populations in the nearby CenA groupAbstrat The CenA/M83 group is a nearby dense omplex (∼4Mp) dominated by a giant elliptialand a giant spiral, hosting more than 60 dwarf ompanions with a variety of morphologialtypes and stellar ontents. Our aim is to onstrain galaxy evolution proesses through thestudy of resolved stellar populations of galaxies in this group. Firstly, for dwarf members weharaterize the reent star formation histories and metalliity ontent (by using optial andnear-infrared data from ACS/HST and ISAAC/VLT), and ompare them to what is knownfor Loal Group dwarfs, underlining similarities and di�erenes. Our results probe thefundamental interplay between nature and nurture in the evolution of dwarfs in suh a denseenvironment. We furthermore present results from the �rst deep survey of resolved stellarpopulations in the remote outer halo of our nearest giant elliptial, CenA (VIMOS/VLToptial data). Traing its halo struture (radial pro�le, extent and metalliity) out to aremarkable ∼14 Re� and omparing the halo stellar populations to those of CenA's dwarfompanions enables us for the �rst time to onstrain the mehanisms that ontributed tothe build-up of CenA in the ontext of osmologial galaxy formation models.Speaker Ben LowingA�liation Durham University 5



Talk title Making Moks of Stellar HaloesAbstrat The di�use stellar haloes surrounding galaxies suh as the Milky Way ontain only a smallfration of the total stars in the galaxies, but potentially hold a vast amount of informationabout their history and formation. The outer areted omponent is made up of the debrisfrom infalling satellites disrupted in the potential of the host galaxy and so o�ers a uniquereord of the galaxy<92>s assembly history. In this talk I will disuss a new method ofreating mok atalogues of the areted stars in stellar haloes and demonstrate how thesean be used to test urrent and future observational strategies.Speaker Mark LovellA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title The properties of warm dark matter subhaloesAbstrat Di�erent extensions to the Standard Model of partile physis suggest dark matter andidateswith varying properties relevant for galaxy formation. In partiular, the neutrino minimalstandard model introdues a triplet of sterile neutrinos, the lightest of whih would be realisedas a warm dark matter partile. I simulate Milky Way-analogue dark matter haloes with avariety of dark matter models, in order to examine the e�et of dark matter physis on theabundane and properties of the ompanion subhaloes. These results may transfer diretlyinto the properties of the Milky Way's satellite galaxies.Speaker Cedri LaeyA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title A multi-wavelength model of galaxy evolutionAbstrat I will present latest results from our work on multi-wavelength modelling of the evolutionof galaxies. The work ombines a theoretial model of galaxy formation based on Lambda-CDM with a detailed radiative transfer alulation of the reproessing of stellar emissionby dust in galaxies. Our previous work implied the need for a top-heavy IMF in starburstsin order to explain the number ounts and redshifts of sub-mm galaxies in this framework,one the observational onstraints from the present-day galaxy luminosity funtion at optialand near-IR wavelengths were inluded. We have revisited this using an improved galaxyformation model, whih inludes a more realisti treatment of star formation, as well asfeedbak from AGN. We also impose the additional onstraint that the model reproduesthe observed evolution of the galaxy luminosity funtion at near-IR wavelengths. I willpresent results from our new model, and disuss the impliations for our understanding ofgalaxy evolution.Speaker Joao FerreiraA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title Understanding Galaxy Evolution Models using CANDELS data � 1<z<2
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Abstrat Reent years have seen the parallel development of a LCDM onordane osmology, inreas-ingly sophistiated galaxy evolution odes, and reliable stellar population synthesis models,whih ombine to produe semi-realisti galaxy mok atalogs at optial wavelengths. Theobservables omputed from these models an be ompared with wide and deep multiwave-length photometri surveys like CANDELS. This is an exellent setting to improve ourunderstanding of galaxy evolution from a demographi standpoint at the interesting 1<z<2gas-rih stage of osmi time, omplementing loal universe arheologial studies and higher-z LAEs and LBGs. The omparison with CANDELS data is arried out at three levels, usinga atalog of star formation history tables from various simulation odes. The �rst is to repro-due observed luminosity funtions, whih veri�es the basi ingredients for galaxy formationinluded in the models. The seond step is to ompare broadband olour distributions toverify the auray, or otherwise, of stellar population models. Finally, a new method isused to optimally ompress the full multiwavelength dataset in only two dimensions thatrepresent physially meaningful (SFR, 4000A break) rest frame quantities. This allows usto parameterise the main features of the spetral energy distributions for all the redshifts inthe onsidered range (1<z<2), and visualise them in a single plot. I will present results onthe ubiquity of emission line ontamination (OII, OIII), whih is present over a wider rangeof galaxy mass than expeted at z∼1.5 (Van der Wel 2011). Consistent with the estimatedequivalent widths of line ontamination, I will show that models lak a reent (10-100 Myrold) omponent of star formation. Confronting models with observations in suh a way ispartiularly useful for validating/falsifying stellar population models, galaxy evolution meh-anisms, quantifying line emission and so identifying the most immediate aspets to fous onin simulation e�orts.Speaker Lingyu WangA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title Conneting stellar mass and star-formation rate to dark matter halo mass out to z ∼ 4Abstrat In the �rst half of the talk, we onstrut an extended halo model (EHM) whih relates totalstellar mass and star formation rate (SFR) to halo mass. An empirial relation between thedistribution funtions of total stellar mass of galaxies and host halo mass, tuned to mathdata over 0.1<z<2.0, is extended to inlude two di�erent senarios desribing variation ofSFR on halo mass. Combined with the halo aretion histories, we an trae the stellarmass growth and star-formation history. We �nd that: (1) The intensity of the star-formingativity in halos has dereased from z∼2 to 0; (2) The SFR - M_halo relation peaks around10�12 M_sun at z∼0 and inreases with inreasing redshift; (3) Galaxies that are formingstars most atively at z∼2 evolve into quiesent galaxies in today's group environments,strongly supporting previous laims that the most powerful starbursts at z∼2 are progenitorsof today's elliptial galaxies.Speaker Jaob HeadA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title Quenhing Timesales in Coma Cluster ETGs
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Abstrat The ores of galaxy lusters in the loal universe are dominated by red-and-dead early-typegalaxies (ETGs). The exat nature of the proess(es) primarily responsible for swithing o�("quenhing") star formation remains unlear. Strong trends in galaxy morphology, olour,and age with luster-entri distane highlight the importane of the luster environment inthis aspet of galaxy evolution. By disentangling the ages of the strutural omponents ofluster galaxies, information an be gleaned on how and when these galaxies were quenhed.In this work, we perform bulge-dis deompositions on Coma Cluster ETGs using deep u-,g-, and i-band (CFHT) imaging. We investigate whether the red sequene is a onsequeneof the olour-magnitude trends of bulges or diss. Using simple stellar population models,the measured olours are translated into ages (and metalliies). A omponent age di�ereneonstrains the timesales over whih quenhing ours, and di�erentiates between "dis-fading" and "bulge-building" mehanisms. In this talk we present our initial �ndings andtheir interpretation.Speaker Mihal MihalowskiA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title Redshifts, stellar masses and spei� star-formation rates of submillimetre galaxiesAbstrat Establishing redshifts, stellar masses, and spei� star-formation rates of submillimetregalaxies (SMGs) is ruial for determining the role of suh objets in the osmi historyof galaxy/star formation. I will show the latest results obtained with the wide-�eld AzTEC1.1 mm survey delivering a highly omplete redshift distribution of SMGs and the evidenefor a large sale struture traed by these objets. Moreover, before we will be able to inter-pret the wealth of data delivered by ALMA, SCUBA2 and Hershel we need to understandthe methods we use to derive stellar masses of SMGs. I will disuss the impat of the as-sumptions in the spetral energy modelling of SMG and will review urrent observationalevidene for and against these alternatives. I will show that the hoie of the star formationhistory (SFH) has a great impat on the derived stellar masses of SMGs, but this is thease only to a lesser degree for general population of star-forming galaxies. Using a realistiassumption of SFH I will show that SMGs are the most massive extension of the star-forminggalaxies on the stellar mass - star formation rate diagram and therefore majority of themare not outliers with respet to the so-alled main-sequene of star-forming galaxies.Speaker Sadegh KhohfarA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title The onset of galaxy formationAbstrat In my talk I will show results from a high-resolution hydro simulation foused on the forma-tion of the �rst galaxies in the Universe. I will show and disuss a few examples of how theseproto-/baby-galaxies already a�et their loal environment and their subsequent growth.Speaker John StottA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title The mass, metalliity and merger rates of z=0.4-2.3 HiZELS galaxiesAbstrat Using FMOS observations of HiZELS galaxies, we investigate the presene of a mass-metalliity-SFR plane at z=1-1.5, analogous to that seen in the loal Universe by Manuiet al. 2010. Our �ndings appear to on�rm that there is suh a plane at this epoh andthat it is surprisingly similar to that seen loally, while its shape ensures that it is still inagreement with other high redshift observations.Speaker Fergus CullenA�liation University of EdinburghTalk title The Mass-Metalliity Relation at z∼28



Abstrat I will disuss our latest results using the 3D-HST spetrosopi survey to study the mass-metalliity relationship at z∼2 via the strong emission line method. I will also disuss theseresults in the ontext of the fundamental mass- metalliity-star formation rate plane.Speaker Rahael LivermoreA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title Spatially resolved star formation within high-redshift lensed galaxiesAbstrat Strong lensing by massive galaxy lusters allows us to study "typial" high-redshift galax-ies in a level of detail that would otherwise have to wait until JWST or E-ELT. In addi-tion, the spatial magni�ation enables us to reah soure-plane resolution of ∼100p, whihapproahes the size of individual giant HII regions. I will present the results from HSTnarrow-band imaging and VLT/SINFONI integral �eld spetrosopy programs, whih mapthe star-formation and dynamis within high-z galaxies on sales of 100-1000p. I will showthat it is possible to identify individual star-forming HII regions on these sales, and measuretheir saling relations. I will show that there is strong evolution in the mass funtion forlumps with redshift, and that this is a natural onsequene of the rapidly evolving gas massfration for turbulent disks with redshift. By omparing these results for lumpy disks withsimulations, I will show that there is no requirement for a di�erent <91>mode<92> of starformation in high-redshift turbulent disks.Speaker Alie DanielsonA�liation Durham UniversityTalk title 13CO and C18O in a lensed star-forming galaxy at z∼2Abstrat I will be disussing reent observations of the typially optially thin moleular gas traers,13CO and C18O, in a gravitationally lensed z∼2 star-forming galaxy. These moleules allowus to probe the dense regions within the interstellar medium in whih stars are forming andthus provide important onstraints on the temperatures, densities and abundane ratios inthis system. Deriving these properties provides a physial insight into the struture andorigin of this galaxy.
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